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EnLight Outcomes
EnLight stands for “Energy efficient & intelligent lighting systems” and was an
EU funded and Philips Lighting coordinated project which ran from 2011 to
2014. The consortium consisted of 27 leading European companies and
academic institutions from across the entire lighting value chain.
Now, for the first time, the EnLight consortium is publishing the main
technical outcomes exclusively in this issue of LED professional Review.
This EnLight compendium is comprised of six articles that total 38 pages.
They consist of a project overview, a description of the system architectures,
definitions of new form factors and light effects, the building blocks for
intelligent luminaires, highlighting of peripheral devices and the new
granular lighting controls from Philips Lighting, AME, University of Erlangen,
Insta Elektro, PKCE, Infineon, Fraunhofer IZM, Philips Research, Legrand,
Eagle Vision Systems, Fraunhofer IIS/EAS, CEA Leti and Osram.
The project had three technical objectives namely the optimization of LED
lighting modules, the design of future non-conventional luminaires and the use
of new and intelligent lighting systems. As a result the energy savings in office
applications could be shown at 44% compared to LED retrofit and standard
controlled lighting systems. The energy savings in hospitality could nearly be
doubled and ended up at a figure of 81% energy reduction by using new
luminary designs with intelligent controls.
This research is fundamental because the complete value chain on all different
system levels was taken into consideration. Congratulations go out to Frank
von Tuijl from Philips Lighting and the whole consortium team for this highly
relevant work and the fantastic collaboration.
Besides the EnLight project results, you’ll also want to read the report about
the International Year of Light Opening Ceremony in Paris, Phase Cut Dimming
techniques, DC Current Grids, Lighting for Horticulture, the Tech-Talk
BREGENZ with Everlight, one of the Top 10 LED manufacturers and the
commentary from Samsung about Human Centric Lighting.
Have a great read.
Yours Sincerely,

Siegfried Luger
CEO, Luger Research e.U.
Publisher, LED professional
Event Director, LpS 2015
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Summary

EnLight - Next Generation Intelligent and Energy Efficient Lighting Systems

The “LEDification of lighting” has led to
breakthroughs in light source efficiency
and lifetime. However, the real revolution,
the digitization of lighting is yet to come.
The EnLight consortium, made up of
27 key players in the lighting market,
has been working on developing a
next generation lighting solution based
on intelligent, networked luminaires for
the last three years. Shifting from a
centralized control system to a network
of intelligent luminaires, the EnLight
system enables each individual light
source to adjust to the conditions
around it based on input for its own
sensors and other sensor and control
inputs using programmed rules and a
modular Plug-and-Play intra-luminaire
bus architecture. In pilots, the EnLight
solution, with its inherent granular
lighting control, has already achieved
energy savings from 40% for office to
80% for hospitality, while providing the
same or better level of user comfort as
today’s leading LED solutions. Fuelling
new growth opportunities in LED lighting
applications, EnLight will lead in the
creation of new lighting solutions that
inspire and enable designers in ways
conventional lighting never could.

		
by Frank van Tuijl, Philips Lighting
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of Erlangen-Nuremberg; Martin Creusen, Philips Lighting; 		
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by Tim Böttcher & Lucie Chandernagor, NXP; Philippe Maugars, PMC;
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by Werner Weber, Infineon Technologies; Lex James, Philips Research;
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Granular Lighting Control Enables Significant Energy Savings 		
with Optimized User Comfort				
		
by Eveliina Juntunen, VTT; Frank van Tuijl, Philips Lighting; 			
Herbert Weiss, Osram; Ambali Talen, Philips Research

THE ENLIGHT PROJECT
The EnLight project ran from 2011 to 2014
and was coordinated by Philips Lighting.
In 2014, at the European Nanoelectronics
Forum in Cannes, the project received the
2014 Innovation Award from the ECSEL
Joint Undertaking.
The project was supported and partially
funded by the Public Private Partnership
ENIAC JU under the Nanoelectronics
Energy Efficiency subprogram and by the
respective national agencies. The ENIAC
Joint Undertaking (JU) is a public-private
partnership on nanoelectronics bringing
together the ENIAC member States,
the European Union, and AENEAS
(an association representing European
R&D actors in this field).
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EnLight Consortium Partners:
• Applied Micro Electronics (AME) B.V.
• Besi Netherlands B.V.
• BJB GmbH & Co KG
• Commissariat à l’énergie atomique et
aux énergies alternatives
• Eagle Vision Systems B.V.
• Enel Distribuzione SpA
• Fraunhofer Gesellschaft zur Förderung
der angewandten Forschung e.V.
• Helvar Oy Ab
• Infineon Technologies AG
• I-NRG B.V.
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Philips Lighting B.V.
PKC Electronics Oy
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Rheinisch-Westfälische Technische
Hochschule Aachen
Technische Universiteit Delft
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven
There Corporation Ltd.
Università degli Studi di Perugia
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VTT Technical Research Centre
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EnLight - Next Generation
Intelligent and Energy
Efficient Lighting Systems
The “Solid State Lighting Revolution” has given lighting and controls new significance. Research
projects have become necessary to explore new opportunities and set free the full potential of the new
technology. Perhaps the most extensive research in this direction was performed by the EnLight
consortium. Frank van Tuijl from Philips Lighting introduces the project and explains why it was initiated
and what the aims were. Furthermore, he provides some background information about the five
selected technical articles.

The lighting industry is
undergoing a radical
transformation, driven by
rapid progress in solid-state
lighting and semiconductor
technologies as well as
changing societal needs
for sustainability, improved
energy efficiency and CO2
reduction. To serve the latest
business requirements and
drive R&D, these changes
need to happen quickly
and take place in an openinnovation ecosystem [1].
Recent advancements in
solid state lighting (LED),
the “LEDification of lighting”,
have led to breakthroughs in
light source efficiency and
lifetime. However, the real
revolution, the digitization
of lighting is yet to come and
will involve a paradigm shift
from a lighting component
approach to an application
centric approach [2].

To achieve this, a consortium
of 27 leading European
companies and academic
institutions have been working
together on the project [3],
a pre-competitive three-year
ENIAC-JU R&D program
to develop technology
breakthroughs for energyefficient and intelligent
LED lighting solutions.
Partners include a number of
leading European companies
in the lighting industry
(including Philips and Osram),
the semiconductors industry
(NXP and Infineon) and the
lighting controls industry
(including Insta and Legrand),
plus universities and research
centers from across the
semiconductor and
lighting value chain.

Energy Saving
through Intelligence
The main goal of the project was to
exploit the full potential of solid-state
lighting through breakthrough
innovations on non-conventional,
energy efficient, intelligent lighting
systems beyond today’s common
lighting control applications.
The aim was to achieve 40% energy
reduction compared to today’s
LED retrofit systems.
The project had three
technical objectives:
• Optimized LED lighting modules:
Improved optical design,
thermal management, driver
integration and realization of a
communication interface
• Future, non-conventional
luminaires: Allowing for freedom
of design, integration of novel
features, architectural flexibility
and serviceability, unrestricted by
retrofit solution constraints
• Intelligent lighting systems:
Providing means for data mining,
smart sensors, sensor fusion
and interfacing with Building
Management Systems (BMS)
EnLight explored next generation
intelligent lighting systems, with the
goal of improving light source
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energy efficiency (i.e. electrical
efficiency of LED drivers and power
supplies, optical efficiency and
thermal efficiency) and control
system intelligence to provide the
right light, in the right amount, at the
right place and at the right time.

And finally, a third digitalization wave
is associated with controls and
sensors, which may be part of the
luminaire and make the luminaire
ready for the Internet of Everything.

As a “Green Field Approach”,
the project addressed the second
solid state lighting (SSL) transition
wave, overcoming restrictions of
legacy technology and infrastructure.
The project examined the integration
of electronics and controls into
luminaires, with a focus on optimal
utilization and integration of LEDs,
optics, sensors and heat
management systems.

Breakthrough innovations in the
following areas were achieved,
taking a disruptive step into the
future of lighting.

The goal was not just to improve
efficiency through reduction of the
junction temperature and improved
light output ratios [4] but to take a
next step towards the shape and
functional integration of the luminaire,
breaking completely free from the
conventional form factors associated
with traditional lighting. The notion
of a luminaire was taken much
farther than could be imagined with
traditional light sources. In this respect,
the objectives are clearly beyond
those of the Zhaga program, which
focuses on the standardization of
mechanical, electrical and thermal
interfaces on the components level.

Breakthrough Innovations

Distributed intelligence
Inspired by the Internet-of-Things,
the project partners explored a
novel distributed rules-based
intelligence system allowing each
individual luminaire to make lighting
decisions based on presence,
occupancy events or ambient light
information detected by its own
integrated sensors, or events and
information from other nodes in the
network (sensor, luminaire or user
control). To enable this, a few
additional Zigbee cluster libraries
were defined.
Distributed intelligence enables
deep energy savings with optimal
user centered comfort. Without the
need of a central controller,
it reduces installation and
commissioning effort and increases
robustness, flexibility & scalability
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over lifetime. The inter-luminaire
architecture is described in the
article “Lighting System Architecture
for Distributed Intelligent”.

Digital modular
luminaire architecture
A novel Plug-and-Play intraluminaire bus architecture and
communication protocol was
created that allows the development
and management of a portfolio of
re-usable and easily exchangeable
luminaire building blocks. The intraluminaire communication bus is built
on an I²C physical layer, using ILB
as the communication protocol.
The building blocks include LED
light engines, embedded sensors,
high- and low-power supplies, and
embedded controllers. The modular
approach makes it easier to manage
the diversity and complexity of
luminaires throughout the supply
chain, decouples lifecycles of
independent modules/technologies
and enables market players to
contribute, differentiate and
compete. The “Lighting System
Architecture for Distributed
Intelligent” and “The Building Blocks
for Intelligent Future Luminaires”
articles describe the intra-luminaire
architecture and the modular
building blocks.
Figure 1:
System hierarchy and
building blocks
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Figure 2:
Office and hospitality
demonstrations
(from left to right:
Office demonstration Philips; office
demonstration - VTT;
hospitality
demonstration - Osram)

Technical Highlights
The consortium partners developed
EnLight-compatible building blocks
at module, fixture and system level
as illustrated in figure 1. These
contributions included modules,
intelligent luminaire and e xternal
sensors and local user controls.

Modules
Specific technologic innovations
included compact multi-channel
LED drivers and power supplies with
high electrical efficiencies (up to
90-95%) over the whole dimming
range, electronic designs for low
standby power, compact embedded
sensors (ambient light, occupancy,
ambient temperature), LED light
engine designs for high LOR (Light
Output Ratio, up to 90%) and high
thermal efficiency.

Intelligent luminaires
Philips contributed the (mini)PowerBalance and TaskFlex
intelligent luminaires as the lead
carrier platform for this development.
The PowerBalance luminaires were
equipped with 4-channel LED strings
for tunable white applications and
the combined PIR/light level/
temperature multi-sensor.
Osram developed an extendable
RGBW decorative tile concept and
novel luminous door concept,
while Insta contributed the Glow,
a suspended intelligent luminaire
with both task and ambient light.
The “New Form Factor Luminaires
and New Light Effects” article gives
an introduction into the novel
luminaire concepts.
All luminaire types were built from
the same plug-and-play building
blocks developed in the project,
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showing that with only a limited set
of intra-luminaire modules, a large
variety of luminaires can be
constructed across different module
suppliers and luminaire makers.
The building blocks are described
in the “The Building Blocks for
Intelligent Future Luminaires” article.

External sensors and local
user controls
At fixture level System-on-Chip
(SoC) implementations for advanced
and cost effective image and radar
sensors for reliable occupancy,
presence and activity detection
were developed by several
academic and SME partners
(University Perugia, Institutes TNO,
Fraunhofer-EAS, CEA-Leti and
SME Eagle Vision). External sensors
and user controls were developed
by Plugwise, AME and Legrand.
They are described in the
“Peripheral Devices for the
Right Light” article.

System Demonstrations
Three system demonstration pilots
in the office and hospitality
application domains were realized at
three different locations (Figure 2),
each using 60-120 EnLight compliant
ZigBee nodes (intelligent luminaires,
external sensors or user control)
without any central controller.
Sophisticated energy saving
strategies were demonstrated,
such as task tuning, personal
control, occupancy control and
daylight harvesting. As both
embedded sensors and external
sensors provide information to
the luminaires, granular control
strategies have been tested
centered around users using
light bubbles, local daylight

regulation and personal control
with smart integrated desk lights.
Comfort enhancing features using
tunable white and colors were also
demonstrated including circadian
rhythm in the open office and
scene settings with ambient
colors to support activities in
the meeting room. 		

Validation of energy efficiency
and user comfort results
For evaluation, the Lighting Energy
Numeric Indicator (LENI) described
in standard EN 15193 was used:
Energy performance of buildings Energy requirements for lighting
as the indicator of the energy
performance. This measures the
actual annual energy consumption
of the lighting system (in kWh/m2 per
year) taking into account the installed
power of the luminaires, the lighting
controls strategy and system
parasitic power.
The results from the three
representative office and hospitality
pilots realized in the project
confirmed significant energy savings
of between 44% and 81% compared
to current LED retrofit applications
with a standard room occupancybased control strategy.
The office pilot demonstrated overall
energy savings of 44% with an
average contribution from the
sophisticated granular control
strategy of 30% and an overall
lumen efficacy improvement of 20%.
The hospitality pilot demonstrated
even larger overall energy savings of
81%, with a 67% average contribution
from the control strategy and 42%
from luminaire efficacy improvement.
The large difference between the
office and hospitality results was
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Figure 3:
Energy saving results
for office (left) and
hospitality (right)
demonstrations

due to the higher lighting power
density, lower occupancy and use
of decorative but less efficient
luminaires in the hospitality
application.
As the resulting energy saving for
the total installation for each of the
pilots was more than the targeted
40%, the primary challenge of the
project was accomplished.

per year for the LED retrofit baseline.
These results amply exceed the
best in class scores of the building
energy performance benchmarks
(i.e. EN 15193 [5], ASRAE [6],
Title 24 [7]) and score the
maximum of LEED [8] credit points.
The hospitality installation surpassed
even green building performance
norms with a 45% better saving
performance (20.2 kWh/m2 per year).

From a lighting comfort perspective,
based on key lighting parameters
such as lighting quality, brightness
(glare) and room appearance,
the new developed system delivered
a comparable performance with
respect to reference non-retrofit
LED lighting installations.
While significant differences in
lighting comfort were not statistically
proven, qualitative analysis results
showed an 80% preference for
the EnLight system over a state-ofthe-art LED reference system.

The energy efficiency and user
validation results are described in
the “Granular Lighting Control
Enables Significant Energy Savings
with Optimized User Comfort” article.

The LENI energy values measured
overall for office are 12.4 kWh/m2
per year compared to 20.4 kWh/m2

Driven by granular control
strategies, the new system
demonstrated significant energy

The Road Ahead
EnLight developed a novel,
decentralized and modular system
architecture for next generation
intelligent lighting systems,
empowering the next generation
smart lighting systems.

savings without compromising and
even improving light quality and user
comfort. The substantial additional
energy savings for lighting will lead
to a reduction of global CO2
emission. This is an important step
to meet the EU directive 2010/31/EU
for a near zero energy building
performance in 2020.
By building on Europe’s leadership
in semiconductor and lighting
technology and exploring future
ecosystems featuring the intraluminaire bus and decentralized
rule-based intelligence, this new
concept is helping shape the
lighting market for the coming years.
It enables new lighting solutions that
were not possible with conventional
lighting technology.
This creates opportunities both
for large companies and SMEs.
Fuelling new growth opportunities
in LED Lighting applications,
this project will lead to the creation
of new lighting solutions that inspire
and enable designers in ways
conventional lighting never could.

References:
[1] http://www.eniac.eu/web/downloads/projectprofiles/call3_enlight.pdf
[2] Dr. Kees van der Klauw: „The Paradigm Shift in Lighting” ISS Europe 2013, Milan (2013)
[3] EnLight: http://www.enlight-project.eu
[4] The ratio of luminous flux emitted by the LED light source and that emitted by the entire luminaire system.
[5] EN 15193:2007 Energy performance of buildings - Energy requirements for lighting
[6] ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1-2007
[7] http://www.energy.ca.gov/2012publications/CEC-400-2012-004/CEC-400-2012-004-CMF-REV2.pdf
[8] Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
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System Architecture for
Distributed Intelligence
The usage of intelligence and sensors is not totally new, but solid-state lighting has brought it to a new
level that has led to a new way of thinking about system architecture. The EnLight project found the
distributed intelligence approach to be the preferable solution. Lex James from Philips Research,
Martin Creusen from Philips Lighting, and Micha Stalpers from AME explain the reasons why,
what the system architecture for distributed intelligence looks like, and how it works.

System architecture is about
partitioning a system into its
components and defining the
relationships between those
components. In general, it is
good practice to partition a
system so that the components
are loosely coupled and have
few dependencies while still
maintaining the cohesion of the
system as a whole. The notion
of “separation-of-concerns”
should be leading in any
system architecture.
This is certainly true for
the EnLight project which
introduces a paradigm shift
in lighting control by applying
the “publish-subscribe” design
pattern, appreciated both for its
scalability and loose coupling.
In such a lighting system,
sensors inform luminaires
instead of controlling them.
As a result, the publisher
(e.g. sensor) does not need any
knowledge of its subscribers
(e.g. luminaires). It just delivers
its event to any subscribed
device. This makes the
publisher subscriber-agnostic,
but what if the subscriber could
also be publisher-agnostic too?
To achieve this objective, a
second architectural choice is
needed: every subscriber needs
to be equipped with a decision
engine that can be programmed
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with rules. The rules specify
how each subscriber acts when
it receives an event. So the
rules have a dependency with
the publisher rather than the
decision engine itself.
The third important architecture
choice for this project is closely
related to the economy of scale
of luminaire manufacturing.
The concept of an Intra
Luminaire Bus (ILB) allows
luminaire manufacturers to
build a large variety of
luminaires from standardized
HW/SW modules.
Since it would be impossible to
address the complete EnLight
system architecture in this
article, the following three key
topics have been selected.
The chapter on system
hierarchy addresses the various
control levels of the system.
The area level communication
section describes the
communication protocol that
implements the “publishsubscribe” pattern. The third
chapter covers the intelligent
luminaire which acts as both a
subscriber (light sources) and a
publisher (embedded sensors).
Due to the decentralized
nature of the architecture,
the intelligent luminaire is
the cornerstone of the new
developed lighting system.

System Hierarchy
Four distinct aggregation levels
make up the EnLight architecture,
as shown in figure 1. The project
focused on luminaire and area
levels, together with the
corresponding intra- and interluminaire communication
technologies. Building and
enterprise, the two higher
aggregation levels, are also
supported by the new architecture
(for example, to release information
from the lighting system to the
building management system).
The decentralized architecture is
based on distribution of information
rather than controlling individual
luminaires via a centralized control
unit. Thus “events” generated by
sensors are distributed across the
whole network. Thereafter each
luminaire decides autonomously,
according to its own embedded
rules, how to control its lighting
function based on notified events.
So, decision making is made at the
lowest aggregation level instead of
in the centralized control unit.
Another key architecture element
is the decoupling of the lighting
domain from adjacent domains.
Sensors report events without
knowing the type of subscribed
luminaires. Therefore, events are
not interpreted or prioritized by the
distributing sensor. This yields a
transparent architecture with a
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Figure 1:
Levels of lighting
control

Figure 2:
Area lighting system

clear division of responsibilities in
which the behavior of the main
building block, the intelligent
luminaire, is determined by the
rules configuration - which can be
easily adapted to a changing
building environment. Additionally,
self-learning algorithms would
typically be accommodated by
the intelligent luminaire.

In principle, any external device
that can generate an event is
capable of informing luminaires and
therefore interacting with the
lighting system. The event source
does not require any upfront
knowledge of the luminaires,
enabling a smooth integration with
building management systems.

On the Area level, the lighting
control network connects the
intelligent luminaires and key
components, such as local
user controls and external
sensors (Figure 2).
The Area configurator enables the
configuration of these components
simply by changing the rules-based
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logic of the intelligent luminaires.
Optionally, events generated by
multiple external area level sensors
can be aggregated and processed
using the Sensor Fusion function to
reduce the network’s overall
communication load.
For monitoring or logging functions,
the area controller and communication
unit can send information from the
area network to the higher building
level and vice versa. Furthermore,
the area controller can transfer
events generated at different network
levels. Finally, the area controller can
also propose a certain light control
function, such as an orchestrated
color change, at the area level.

Figure 3:
Example of including a
new sensor in the area
network

In the final EnLight demonstrations,
the lighting control network was
based on wireless ZigBee technology,
as this ensures a scalable low power
and low cost implementation.
Wired implementations are also
possible, but were not implemented
in the demonstrations.
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The main objective of the project
was to develop a lighting system
that offers excellent user comfort
at the lowest possible energy
consumption. This requires the right
light to be generated in the right
place at the right time. This was
achieved by adopting granular
sensing and control in a connected
lighting system.
Granular sensing ensures,
for example, uninterrupted
luminaire operation during network
interruptions. Granular control
comes from embedding most of
the decision logic in the luminaires,
instead of using a centralized
controller to send commands to
individual luminaires. The luminaire
is intelligent because it autonomously
controls its own light sources.
Thus the lighting system is
effectively a collection of connected
and cooperating intelligent
luminaires which are able to adapt
to changes in the environment.

Area Level Communication
Communication between devices
within an area plays a prominent role
in the EnLight architecture. It is
designed to run on top of existing
communication standards like
ZigBee and/or IP and to support
scalability and flexibility of the
lighting system. The communication
function is implemented as a set of
reusable modules to guarantee
consistency and facilitate ease
of integration.

Communication protocol
The communication protocol is
designed in such a way that new
sensors and luminaires can be
added to the area network while
other devices remain operational.
System intelligence, in the form of
rules, can be configured and
simulated off-line. Offering
intelligence by configuration is a key
element of decentralized systems
and accommodates the system with
a number of unique properties.
• In a building environment, new
sensors can be installed and put
into operation without needing to
take the whole system offline.
Luminaires requiring sensor input
for their decisions can be easily
updated with new rules in just a
few seconds.
• Once installed, new luminaires
can be quickly put into operation
by connecting the power and
providing them with their initial
rules.
• All EnLight devices are
interconnected - there is no
dependency on a physical
topology. This allows unlimited
intelligence reconfiguration simply
by providing the luminaire with
new rules. Reconfiguring an area
with 40 luminaires only takes a
few minutes.
• Reconfiguration of a single sensor,
luminaire or part of the system is
possible without impacting the
rest of the system.
• As the impact on uptime is very
limited, automation of the
reconfiguration process is
possible allowing for self-learning
capabilities.
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Figure 4:
Example of a bridge
interconnecting two
area networks

The communication protocol is best
explained by the example outlined in
figure 3 where sensor A is newly
added to the system. First the area
configurator configures the sensor
by sending one or more parameters
(e.g. absence delay). Since the
sensor is new, the area configurator
will also program one or more rules
into the luminaires telling them how
to respond to events from the sensor.
After configuration, the sensor
announces itself to the network.
Announcing is typically initiated by
a button press or internal timer.
When receiving the announcement,
each intelligent luminaire checks the
occurrence of the sensor in its rules.
If it is found, the luminaire sends
a subscription request. As a result
the sensor adds the luminaire to
its subscription list.
After subscription, the newly
added sensor is now operational
within the area network. As soon
as the sensor detects something of
interest, it sends an event message
to all devices in its subscription list.
Each luminaire receiving an event
that matches one (or more) of its
rules will execute the associated
actions. More details are given in
the next section.
The protocol separates the sensor
domain from the luminaire domain.
Devices other than luminaires
can send events without adding
lighting-specific details. They can
also subscribe to events for
monitoring and analysis.

Information provided by the
system can be valuable in
determining energy saving strategies.
Examples are “heat maps” of
occupancy information and
daylight measurements.

Bridging areas
The Area-to-Area (A2A) bridge has
been developed to interconnect
networks. The bridge can connect
networks based on different
communication technologies (e.g.
ZigBee to IP bridge) but can also be
used to scale a network to any size
independent of communicationtechnology constraints. The bridge
acts as proxy for devices on other
networks and is therefore invisible
for the light designer.
Figure 4 outlines how the bridge
interconnects two area networks for
a presence sensor and an intelligent
luminaire programmed to respond
to the sensor’s events.
As described previously, including
devices in the network and device
configuration is performed locally
at area network level. The protocol
was designed to allow inter-area
communication for announcement
and operation by making a distinction
between a message’s local source
and its origin in the system.

Communication framework
The communication framework was
developed with three objectives in
mind: ensure a consistent protocol

implementation across devices from
multiple partners, ease integration
and minimize development effort.
The framework provides the “glue”
between an EnLight C-API and the
EnLight binary protocol. It enforces
a clear separation between
application development and
communication technology.
When an instruction from the
C-API is invoked, the framework
encodes a message containing the
corresponding command and sends
this to a given target device in the
network, identified by a unique
8-byte device ID. It assumes the
existence of basic communication
operations “send” and “receive” for
a particular technology. It also
converts device IDs to technologyspecific network addresses, such
as ZigBee short IDs or internet IP
addresses. The response received
from the target device is decoded
by the framework and results in
the corresponding API callback
to the application.
The main benefit of this framework
approach is that the complex
communication layer is made
available to application builders via a
simple interface without needing to
know all the details underneath.
The ZigBee technology layer was
implemented for a Windows
environment using a ZigBee dongle,
with a number of sensors running
on an EM250 (Silicon Labs) and the
luminaire running on a JN5168 (NXP).
For security, the Common Security
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Figure 5:
Communication
framework layering

Model with a predefined link key
was used. Conforming to the ZigBee
cluster library format, EnLight’s
ZigBee implementation can coexist
with other ZigBee profiles such
as home automation.

Interface details
The communication framework
offers a set of interfaces that can be
regarded as clusters of commands
which will be described individually.
Table 1:
Device configuration
interface

Table 2:
Programming rules
interface

Table 3:
Event subscription &
notification interface

The device configuration interface
offers run-time configuration of
sensor and luminaire parameters in
an operational system. To avoid
inconsistencies during configuration,
the configuration start and end are
explicitly communicated. Getting
and setting device parameters is
based on key-value pairs. Moreover,
the list of parameters supported by
a particular device can be
requested, and only the Area
Configurator requires knowledge

Method

Notes

StartConfiguration()

Starts configuration of the device

GetParameterList()

Returns the list of parameter identifiers the
device supports

GetParameter()

Returns the value of a parameter, gives its
identifier

SetParameter()

Sets the value of the parameter with the given
identifier

EndConfiguration()

Signals that configuration of the device
is complete

Method

Notes

StartProgramming()

Starts programming of rules for the device

AddRuleFragment()

Adds (a fragment of) a new rule for the device

EndProgramming()

Ends programming of rules for the device

Method

Notes

SubscribeToEvent()

Subscribes to the given event of this device

UnsubscribeFromEvent()

Unsubscribes from the given event of this device

RequestToAnnounce()

Request a device to announce itself

Announce()

Announces that the device is operational and
ready for subscription

NotifyEvent()

Notifies the occurrence of an event to
the subscribers
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of these parameters. This allows a
particular device’s parameters to be
extended without any impact on the
protocol structure.
The programming interface offers
run-time configuration of the
luminaire intelligence. The rules are
encoded into a compact binary
format and transmitted to the
luminaires in packets.
The event subscription interface is
typically implemented by (but not
limited to) a sensor device to allow
other devices to subscribe to its
events. It also allows other
networked devices to request a
sensor device to announce itself,
enforcing announcement after
system reconfiguration.
The intelligent luminaire uses the
interface to subscribe to sensor
events. The notification command
is used to inform other devices
of an event.

Intelligent Luminaire
Luminaire architecture
There are diverse contemporary
luminaire designs across various,
regionally different lighting market
segments. A main architectural
question is therefore how to manage
such a scattered mass-volume
market cost-effectively. To avoid
specific (low volume) peak designs,
with relatively high development and
bill-of-material (BOM) cost, common
modules and standardized interfaces
need to be (re-)defined as the
lighting industry has always
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Figure 6:
Modular luminaire
block diagram

been based on standardized
light sources and interfaces
(e.g. E27, E14, GU10, etc.).
To date, standardized interfaces
for LED-based light sources have
been scarce. However, the global
lighting consortium, Zhaga,
published its first interchangeability
standards in 2012. Zhaga standards
focus on non-competitive aspects
of the main interfaces, ensuring
sufficient design freedom to
differentiate and compete. This will
lower the adoption hurdle for LED
design-ins and further fuel the
LED-based lighting industry.
The EnLight luminaire architecture
uses an I²C-bus interface to
interconnect embedded
components, allowing partners to
contribute their technologies.
The resulting modular, Plug-andPlay architecture facilitates future
luminaire upgrades. It also enables
‘late stage’ luminaire configuration,
either during production or
installation. Finally, an easy,
exchangeable modular concept
reduces potential cost-of-nonquality, and decouples the lifecycles
of independent technologies.
The schematic diagram in figure 6
depicts the components of the
architecture’s key building block:
the intelligent luminaire.

The different functions in the
diagram can be either integrated
or stand-alone, as preferred.
For example, it is possible to
combine the driver and LED engine,
or the embedded controller and
LED engine. The distributed power
architecture uses centralized
high- and low-power supply units,
supplying 24 V DC (i.e. SELV) to
the LED modules and drivers
(optionally, the 24 V DC supply can
also be used for power-demanding
embedded sensors), and 5 V for the
communication bus. It centralizes
the power factor control and
harmonic distortion circuits, and
ensures low voltage Plug-and-Play
operation for the luminaire’s other
key components. This reduces
design complexity significantly,
especially in multi LED Light
Engine (LLE) luminaires.
Embedded sensors, such as
temperature, light level or absence
sensors, increase control
effectiveness as they are typically
co-located with the luminaire.
This also simplifies installation
and commissioning.
The embedded controller implements
the decision engine and logical
luminaire. The communication
module connects the embedded
controller to the ‘Lighting Control
Network’ (LCN).

LED light engine
The LLE actually produces the light
and is thus the module with the
largest diversity. In a full color
luminaire like the Wedge, the LED
engine differs significantly from the
single channel LLE used in the
TaskFlex. The LLE’s key functions
are depicted in figure 7.
The color generation module
calculates the individual primary
colors intensity to realize the closest
color possible. Because some
applications require slow color
transitions combined with a fast
response to brightness changes,
the LLE has a separate brightness
and color fader.

Embedded controller
LLEs and Embedded Sensors need
a controller to bring the luminaire to
life. From a software perspective the
controller is the most complex
module. Fortunately, all EnLight
luminaires share the same controller
software, so development cost can
be spread over many luminaires.
The “Decision Engine” is the
embedded controller’s brain and the
attached memory contains a set of
rules which determine the luminaire’s
behavior. Rules are programmed
over the “Luminaire Control Interface”
and stored in persistent memory.
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Figure 7:
LED light engine block
diagram

Decision engine & rules
In general there are two methods
for implementing decision logic:
scripting or rules. The consortium
chose a rule-based solution as most
lighting scenarios map well onto
rules. Rules are also simple and
inherently parallel, so lighting
designers are not forced into the
sequential thinking of programmers.
The decision engine evaluates rules
upon receiving an event. Rules are
kept relatively simple to allow
implementation on low cost
hardware. While specified in XML,
rules are programmed and stored in
binary format and consist of three
parts: Trigger Event, Condition and
Action(s). The Trigger Event specifies
the event (type and source address)
that will trigger the rule. If an event
matches the rule’s trigger event,
its condition is tested; if true the
specified actions are executed.
Table 4 lists the supported actions.

Figure 8:
Embedded controller
block diagram

Table 4:
Rule actions
(some actions require
arguments, comprising
the event’s parameters
and variables Figure 9)

Table 5:
Luminaire commands

Action

Explanation

LevelActivation

Activates or deactivates a priority level

SetVariable

Set the content of a variable

LuminaireSetting

Change a light setting of a LED Light Engine

SetTime

Set the local time of the luminaire

GenerateEvent

Generate an event

Luminaire Setting

Explanation

On

Switch the light on

Off

Switch the light off

SetColor

Set the color

SetBrightness

Set the dimming level

ActivatePreset

Apply the settings according to the
specified presets

SetLightLevelControl

(De-)activate the closed loop light level control

SetColorFadeTime

Set the time to go from one color to the other

SetFadeTime

Set the time to go from one dim level to the other

SetPowerMode

Set the high power supply mode: on, off or auto

The decision engine can be
triggered by both internal (ILB) and
external events (LCN). Each time an
event is received all the decision
engine’s rules are evaluated, and if a
rule is triggered one or more actions
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are executed. Typically, an action
results in a luminaire command that
is passed to the logical luminaire.
This component translates a
luminaire command into ILB
messages to control the LLEs.

Logical luminaire
The logical luminaire understands
“priority levels”, with all settings
applied on a certain priority level.
New settings only become visible if
the specified level is activated.
If more priority levels are active
simultaneously, the highest level
settings will be used. The level
concept offers a powerful means
to prioritize conflicting settings.
The “LevelActivation” action is used
to activate or deactivate priority
levels. As shown in the example
(Figure 9), a level’s activation can
have a timeout and when the timer
expires, the level returns to its
original state. This feature is often
used to make rules more robust for
temporary communication flaws.
The most important luminaire
commands are listed in table 5.
The “SetLightLevelControl” command
activates the ‘closed loop light level
control’, often used for daylight
harvesting. The luminaire will try to
realize the specified amount of light
as measured by the light level sensor.
The logical luminaire also takes care
of presets and “Level Definitions”,
which can be configured and stored
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Figure 9:
XML presentation
of a rule - The event
“SceneSelected” is
generated by a
6 button panel.
The event comes
with one parameter
representing the
pressed button
number. This parameter
is passed to the
“LuminaireSetting”
command
“ActivatePreset”.
So the shown rule
will activate a preset
depending on which
button has been
pressed

in persistent memory. Presets define
each LLE’s brightness, color and
on/off state, and can be recalled
with the “ActivatePreset” command.
Similar to a preset, Level Definitions
allow default luminaire settings to
be overridden at power-on.
Event generation
A luminaire can generate its own
virtual events and the generic
implementation of this feature
makes it very powerful. Events can
be generated instantly or after a
specified time. This effectively
implements a one shot timer,
commonly used in lighting
applications. For scheduled events,
which require an absolute time and
date, the luminaire’s real time clock
ensures the event occurs at the
correct time. Finally, the event module
can be configured to generate
events on a periodic basis.
Key specifications:
• Local rule based engine,
up to 250 rules
• Up to 250 presets
• Color control: CCT, xy, HSV, RGB
• Up to 16 priority levels
• Embedded sensors:
PIR / Light Level /
Temperature / Switch
• Closed loop light level control

Conclusions
The consortium was a unique
collaboration with partners and,
sometimes, competitors.
The following conclusions are based
on scientific and technical results.
Commercial feasibility has not been
addressed and is not taken into
account in the conclusions.

The EnLight architecture scales
smoothly from a single luminaire to
many hundreds. This makes the
luminaire best place to host the
intelligence (decision logic) of a
lighting system as the amount of
intelligence in the system grows
linearly with the amount of luminaires.
Using a standardized intra luminaire
bus enables luminaire diversity
based on a limited amount of
standardized modules from
different vendors. The consortium
realized 14 types of luminaires,
all based on the same building
blocks. For these luminaires,
a simple yet powerful decision
engine (+ZigBee stack) was
implemented on a low cost
microprocessor (16 MHz RISC,
32 kB Ram, 256 kB flash). Further,
the ILB framework showed that
software reuse is possible when
moving from modular hardware
to fully integrated hardware
(cost down for high volume).

Informing as opposed to controlling
a luminaire implies that sensors and
controls don’t require any
knowledge of the system’s
luminaires. Embedded sensors in
combination with local intelligence
allow simple and robust granular
control, but a well thought-out
communication framework is
needed for the effective development
of such a system. In this case,
the use of a publish/subscribe
design pattern results in very
efficient communication and
combined with the use of prioritized
control (levels) delivers a very
powerful solution for lighting
systems with multiple sensors
and controls.
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New Form Factor Luminaires
and New Light Effects
If luminaires designed for traditional light sources are simply retrofitted with LED light sources like
it occurs in the so-called “1st wave of LEDification”, they will always fall short of expectations in many
points. Herbert Weiß and Thomas Noll from Osram GmbH, Martin Möck from the University of
Erlangen-Nuremberg, Martin Creusen from Philips Lighting, and Friedhelm Holtz from Insta Elektro
GmbH explain why these shortcomings were addressed and which solutions were developed in
the EnLight project.

One thing that all shortcomings
of the “1st wave of LEDification”
have in common is that a
sustainable solution implies
resolving fundamental
contradictions which are based
on the fact that the retrofit
lamp does not fit the luminaire
since it was originally designed
for another technology like
incandescent, halogen or
fluorescent lamps, but not
for LED lamps.

Examples for the
Shortcomings of Retrofit
Solutions
Screw base as disabler for
minimizing junction
temperature
It is quite obvious that incandescent
lamp designs like those with an
Edison screw base cannot fulfill one
of the elementary LED lamp design
criterions, namely to minimize the
LED junction temperature. One key
design aspect of the Edison socket
has been to keep the heat in the
system. The heat transfer path
actually ends at the Edison lamp
base. In contrast, for LED lamps and
luminaires optimization of the heat
transfer from the LED to the
environment is essential for high
efficacy and lifetime.

Luminaire optics are not
suitable for light shaping of
retrofit
If we consider, for example, a troffer
luminaire using linear fluorescent
lamps, it is an important design
aspect for luminaire manufacturers
to optimize the light output ratio
by use of highly reflective materials
for the reflectors and also by use
of specially shaped reflectors.
A classical example is an evolvent
design, which allows for guiding the
reflected light around the lamp and
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minimizing absorption of the
reflected light by the light source
itself. With these technologies it
is possible to realize light output
ratios of up to 90%. The problem
arises when a linear LED retrofit
lamp is used as a 1:1 replacement.
The LED light source whose light
distribution is now far from
rotationally symmetric no longer
fits the luminaire design. As a
consequence the reflector might
have no effect at all. Light
distribution that is not desired by
the user occurs or the luminaire
glare rating is out of specification.

Wall switch/dimmer not in
line with customer
expectations
Retrofitting a luminaire also means
that classical user interfaces - like
the common wall switch or dimmer
used to switch or dim the lamp are generally maintained.
On the other hand LEDification and
digitalization of luminaires open up
far more possibilities for interaction.
Automatic adjustment triggered by
sensors or remote adjustment of
light and light scenes by various
user interfaces like a customized
app via a smart phone are
examples. Retrofits will never meet
customer expectations arising from
these possibilities for control.
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Figure 1:
“PowerBalance”
luminaire with 2 x 8
reflector cups (left).
Mini-“PowerBalance”
luminaire with 2 x 2
reflector cups (right)

Office Luminaires
For office applications, the focus
is traditionally on high luminous
efficacy, short return of investment
and long maintenance factors.
In this project emphasis was put
on high light quality, i.e. high color
rendering, pleasant appearance,
the possibility for color and color
temperature adjustment and exact
control of the light distribution.
All luminaires were built as intelligent
luminaires, letting each individual
luminaire make lighting decisions
based on presence, occupancy
events or ambient light information
detected by its own integrated
sensors, or events and information
from other nodes in the network.

Figure 2:
EnLight architecture
of the “PowerBalance”
luminiare

The following luminaire prototypes
were designed accordingly.
Figure 3:
Instalight Glow
luminaire

Intelligent “PowerBalance”
The “PowerBalance” luminaire family
from Philips consists of state-of-theart energy-efficient office-norm
compliant LED luminaires (Figure 1).
These luminaires offer good-quality
lighting solutions for direct
replacement of T5 luminaires in
most indoor office applications.
The two form factors applied in
the demonstrator installations,
a standard troffer size with
2 x 8 reflector cups and a mini“PowerBalance” with 2 x 2 cups,
contained tunable-white EnLight
compatible LED Light Engines
(LLEs), and an embedded
temperature, light and PIR multisensor from Valopaa. The outer
dimensions were 1200 x 300 mm2
and 300 x 300 mm2, respectively.
The 4-channel LLEs (warm white,
cool white, blue and amber LEDs)
using high power LEDs were driven
by two 3-channel UBA3077 driver
boards from NXP. The tunable white
light output for the 2 x 8 cups
“PowerBalance” (at 350 mA LED
current) was >3000 lm for warm
white and >4000 lm for cool white
with an overall luminous efficacy
of 105 lm/W. The Intra-Luminaire
Bus (ILB) was used for internal
communication between the
different embedded components
(i.e. LED driver, multi-sensor

and controller board). All mentioned
components were connected in a
daisy-chain configuration (Figure 2).

Intelligent “Glow”
In contrast to the flush mounted
PowerBalance recessed luminaire,
the intelligent instalight Glow
luminaire contributed by Insta
Elektro GmbH is a linear pendulum
luminaire with direct / indirect LED
light output. The light distribution of
the direct outlet is controlled by
lenses which resemble big drops of
water protruding from the luminaire.
This notable design makes the
luminaire suited not only for the
illumination of workplaces but
especially for reception areas,
lobbies and conference rooms.
The drop-shaped optics of 80 mm
diameter is made of clear acrylic
glass. Optics is optionally available
in an internally satined version that
gives the luminaire a less technical

and more smooth and classical
appearance. Four LED and lens
modules are arranged at each end
of the 1500 mm long luminaire.
This task light component is
available in color temperatures
3000 K or 4000 K. It provides
> 3100 lumens and a color
rendering index of > 85. The overall
luminous efficacy of the task light
component is 87 lm/W.
Separately dimmable indirect
illumination was provided by RGBW
LED modules concealed on the
back side of the luminaire. The user
was free to choose from the entire
RGBW color gamut range.
The luminaire complies with
standard EN 12464-1 regarding
omnidirectional glare reduction.
The luminaire had embedded
sensors for motion, illuminance
and color temperature control.
The luminaire architecture followed
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the same concept as depicted in
figure 2 but with different numbers
of LED and driver boards. The Glow
luminaire had a one-channel LED
board for direct and one fourchannel LED board for the
indirect light output.

Luminaires for Hospitality
Applications
For a hospitality environment
EnLight provided much more than
just conventional luminaires.
Prototypes demonstrated in this
project proved that, by exploiting the
design freedom enabled by LED,
luminaires can be realized which
provide more than just illumination
for a visual task. They became
not only the actual creative element
but even merged into building
structures and took over part of
their functional properties.

“Luminous Door”
The luminaire with the highest
functional versatility and functional
integration into building components
realized in this project was a
luminous door (Figure 4) developed
by OSRAM. Both back and front
sides emitted light and could be
controlled individually, including
individual control of all four frame
parts (top, bottom, left, right).
Colors and color temperatures
could be varied within a large gamut
range, which is achievable with
warm white, red, mint and blue
LEDs. The door was virtually
mimicking a window and is thus
ideal for places like windowless
Figure 4:
Luminous door with
two light emitting
sides. Examples of
homogeneous daylight
as well as of a colored
pattern is shown
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rooms deep inside a building.
Due to its very large light emitting
surface this luminous door allowed
for the creation of a wide set of
scenes like sunrise or favorite
color patterns for mood lighting.
The physiological impact can be
used for light therapy such as
alleviating jetlag or treating seasonal
affective disorders. Glare was not an
issue despite a very high maximum
luminous flux up to 10,000 lm
depending on color temperature or
color settings. The maximum
luminance was 4000 nits (cd/m²).
The door was equipped with
embedded PIR sensors from
Valopaa for interaction with a
preconfigured light level and varying
colors and patterns. One sensor
was placed near to the door handle.
Luminaires or other devices in the
room were thus activated as soon
as someone was using the door
handle. In the same way sensors in
the room checked for occupancy
when the door handle was touched
upon leaving the room.
Another option was to use the
luminous door for showing a hotel
guest the way to his room by raising
light output, or tuning color.
The luminous door was made of
linear multicolor LED boards, which
were hosted inside the doorframe.
Their light was guided into the
edges of special PLEXIGLAS®
sheets which homogeneously
coupled the light out of the sheet’s
surface. Light exiting towards the
inside of the door was redirected
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to the outside by a white sheet with
predominantly diffusive reflectivity of
about 99%. Thermal management
was highly efficient since LED
boards as well as heat sensitive
driver components were coupled to
the metal door frame which had a
large cooling surface.

“Wedge” luminaire
A luminaire developed by OSRAM
which served as a platform for a
wide range of room lighting and
decorative designs was dubbed
“Wedge” for its wedge shaped
design. Light was emitted at the
wide edge of the “Wedge” which is
ideal for mounting the luminaire on
vertical surfaces to light a desk
(task lighting), on the ceiling or just
for a wall-wash effect. With a
maximum height of only 25 mm the
luminaire was exceptionally flat and
required little mounting space.
The unobtrusive appearance made
the luminaire almost disappear,
and directed the user’s attention to
the light and the illuminated object.
Similar to the luminous door,
multicolor LED modules consisted
of warm white, red, mint and blue
LEDs for full color tunability.
LEDs were placed in a highly
reflective mixing chamber which
was optimized for high light output,
homogeneous color mixing and
prevention of direct glare from direct
view into the LED light source.
Since the housing was made of
metal, it was effectively used for
heat spreading and cooling of LEDs
and electronic components. In order
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Figure 5:
“Wedge” luminaire and
luminaire architecture

to enable emission and reception
of radio signals within the wireless
EnLight communication network
a plastic window was inserted into
the metal housing just above the
radio antenna.

“Wedge Wall”
The side emitting design of the
“Wedge” luminaire was especially
suitable for light arrays, where multiple
panel configurations allowed design
freedom. Together with the variability
of color temperature and color
combinations an infinite number of
scene settings can be achieved.
A selection of different settings, which
were chosen for the installations, is
shown in figures 6 and 7.
Similar to the luminous door, the
“Wedge Wall” allowed glare free
illumination and mood lighting.
Indirect lighting was dynamically
tuned and adjusted. The wedge wall
and the luminous door substantially
contributed to vertical lighting.
Horizontal lighting is a mainly
functional property requested
by standards with regard to the
execution of a visual task on
horizontal surfaces. Vertical lighting
is more and more recognized as
a vital prerequisite for spatial
experience. The wedge and door
luminaires not only enabled the
architectural construction of spaces
with light but also provided a
pleasant experience where people
came to meet and talk. With a high
component of vertical lighting,
faces were well illuminated and
not obscured by shadows.

“Wedge Wall” architecture
The “Wedge Wall” provides a good
example of how the modular
architecture can be employed for
most flexible configuration of

Figure 6:
“Wedge Wall“ scene
settings at the office
demo at VTT, Finland

multiple components and luminiares
(Figure 8). The entire “Wedge” panel
was regarded as a single luminaire
which is composed of modular
building blocks. For the hospitality
demo shown in figure 7 a total of
12 “Wedges” were used in one
panel. Three 75 W power supply
units supplied the entire panel.
Wireless communication from
outside the panel was done by
ZigBee to the luminaire controller.
If the intra luminaire communication
bus, developed in the course of the
project, was used for communication
from the luminaire controller to the
LED driver controllers, luminaires,
sensors and user interfaces could
be readily added or removed without
further need of re-commissioning.

The “Wedge” luminaire panel
was installed in different
configurations with 8 “Wedge”
luminaires at the office demo at
Philips, Netherlands and with
16 “Wedge” luminaires at VTT,
Finland (Figure 6). In these cases
branches of 4 “Wedge” luminaires
were simply removed from and
added to the configuration in
figure 7, respectively.
The “Wedge” wall concept
demonstrates how an apparently
complex intelligent luminaire can be
configured by just “stock-picking”
ingredients” from the building block
inventory (Figure 1 in the “EnLight
Intro-Overview”) without a special
need for customized development.
Figure 7:
“Wedge Wall” scene
settings at the
hospitality demo at
Osram GmbH, Germany
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Figure 8:
Architecture of the
“Wedge Wall”- a panel
with 12 “Wedge”
luminaires is shown in
this example

Luminaire for Accent
Lighting
Spotlight luminaire
A spotlight luminaire suitable for
track light mounting was developed
for the purpose of adding accent
lighting to EnLight installations.
This luminaire demonstrated that
with the use of LED technology

Figure 9:
The light distribution
of a spotlight on a
projection surface (left)
and the measured light
distribution graph (right)
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luminaires can be given thrilling
designs to which we had not been
used to in traditional lighting
systems. Spotlight luminaires
designed for the use with legacy
light sources are usually associated
with elongated cylinders and long
parabolic reflector shapes. For the
luminaire an extremely small LED
light kernel with a diameter of only

6 mm was used. The étendue
which governs the size of the
entire optical system was thus
very small. In combination with
a Fresnel TIR lens, which was
optimized for maximum flatness
the whole luminaire aspect ratio
represented the extreme opposite
of conventional designs.
Lighting module and track light
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Figure 10:
EnLight spotlight
luminaire

body were both cubically shaped
which gave a consistent style and
harmonic overall appearance.
Efficacy was not sacrificed by this
design. The flat design rather
improved thermal management.
The light kernel was mounted
directly on a heat sink at the back of
the luminaire and an open structure
allowed for air flow through the
lighting module and enforced
convective cooling.
The high lens optical efficiency
led to a light output ratio of close
to 95% for the used light kernel.
The total luminous output was
500 lumens with an overall
luminous efficacy of 80 lm/W.
The light kernel provided a red,
blue and mint color combination.
Light mixing was done by a diffuser
cast on the light kernel level.
In combination with the lens optics
a perfectly homogeneous light
distribution of beam angle
FWHM = 30° was achieved
(Figure 9 - right).

As with all other EnLight luminaires,
color and color temperature tuning
was implemented. Electronics driver
and control components were
placed in the track light body.

Conclusions
The project partners developed
various luminaires that followed the
same modular building block
concept of the EnLight component
inventory. These luminaires were
integrated into the office and
hospitality installations. All luminaires
demonstrated that this new luminaire
system architecture with a high
degree of modularity and
extensibility, enabled by the
intra-luminaire communication bus,
is working. The new level of freedom
in configuration and combination
was used to realize concepts which
would have been much more
complex and less configurable
in the past.

LED technology. LED light source
efficacy was optimized by
thermal management concepts,
which minimize the LED junction
temperature by making use of
functional and design structures of
the luminaire without adding bulky
cooling bodies. High light output
ratios added to the overall luminaire
efficacy by means of optical designs
which fully take into account the
light source properties and the
desired luminaire light distribution.
New form factor luminaires
were demonstrated that break
completely free from conventional
designs and take the notion of a
luminaire to a level that would have
hardly been considered with
traditional light sources.

In contrast to the retrofit approach,
EnLight luminaires widely exploited
design possibilities dedicated to
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The Building Blocks for
Intelligent Future Luminaires
The EnLight consortium came to the conclusion that to provide cost effective solid-state lighting
products there are several aspects in which a modular approach seems to be advantageous.
Tim Böttcher and Lucie Chandernagor from NXP, Philippe Maugars from PMC, Hannu Vihinen from
Helvar, Mark Coopmans from Philips Lighting, Olli-Pekka Jokitalo from PKC Electronics, Raimo Ontero
from Valopaa, Christian Paul from Infineon, and Rafael Jordan from Fraunhofer IZM explain how the
new approach works.

Figure 1:
Set of four different
luminaire types build
on the same set of
hardware

The EnLight Lighting System
design was based on a modular
hardware approach, which was
founded on a Plug-and-Play
hardware bus and distributed
intelligence of the individual
communicating luminaires.
This modular approach allowed
realizing the required large
variety of luminaires with a
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limited set of hardware,
even coming from different
partners. The functionality of
the individual luminaire was
then only realized in software
and no hardware change was
required. An example of the
variety of building blocks inside
one luminaire is illustrated
in figure 1.

In order to give as much
freedom to the luminaire design
as possible, it was intended to
have very compact and energy
efficient modules. Besides the
small size, this allowed the heat
sinks to be reduced in size or
to use parts of the luminaire
housing as heat sink.
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Figure 2:
Bus system inside an
intelligent EnLight
luminaire, connecting
LED driver and sensor
boards

Diversity Management
In order to connect all the individual
modules, a novel bus system was
developed. Since several partners
contributed to the hardware
platform, the bus system was
required to be highly flexible and
simple to adapt to the actual
hardware requirements. In the
following section the hardware and
the software parts are illustrated.

ILB hardware bus system
The EnLight luminaires were based
on LED driver and communication
modules, which were connected
through a standard I²C bus. The bus
driver was modified in such a way,
that the plug-and-play operation of
modules is possible. Within one
luminaire, one distinguishes the Intra
Luminaire Bus (ILB) and the LED
driver bus. The ILB bus system is
connecting the individual modules
on hardware basis to an intelligent
luminaire controller. The LED driver
bus purely operated in master-slave
mode in order to distribute commands
to the PWM generator on the LED
driver board. All modules and boards
were designed to allow the daisy
chain connection of boards,
thereby simplifying the wiring in total.
An example of such a luminaire
configuration is shown in figure 2.
The decision engine was placed
in the intelligent controller module,
which was commonly connected
to the ZigBee or area network.
Based on the programmed rule set
in use, the controller translated the
rules into module commands on the
ILB network. The behavior of the
luminaire as a whole was then only
defined by the rule set programmed
into the intelligent controller.
Accordingly, it was possible to use
standardized and small LED driver
modules to operate the LED strings,
which were connected on the ILB
bus in order to build luminaires
of all sizes.

ILB software bus system
The main concepts behind the Intra
Luminaire Bus (ILB) are to introduce
modularity, yet allow an easy

integration if required for BOM.
As illustrated in figure 3, the ILB
framework forms a platform for
functions that need to communicate
to one another, where a function
(e.g. presence sensing) typically
consists of a hardware part and a
software part. In ILB the software
part is referred to as an application.
Technical features of ILB are:
• Reusable and exchangeable
building blocks
• Abstraction from implementation
technology (e.g. PIR vs.
Ultrasound for motion detection)
• Application software integration
into combined hardware
execution platform
• Multi-master mode enabling
low standby power
• Plug and Play
• Portability to different physical
communication layers
(e.g. I²C, RS485)
When partitioning the system in
hardware modules, a function may
migrate from one hardware module
to another, depending on the most
appropriate implementation for
that system. To support such a
migration, the ILB framework
abstracts the physical location
and routes messages between
modules as applicable.
The ILB framework is a shared
software component that:
• Provides address resolution and
physical communication between
hardware modules
• Provides an interface for
applications to exchange
messages
• Associates an application with the
appropriate hardware module
• Provides a managed message set

One of the applications is a controller
implementing the intelligence in
the form of a decision engine, which
takes input from sensor applications
and drives lamp applications.
During power up, an address
requesting service queries the
address assignment service for a
unique I²C hardware address to be
assigned. Similarly for the module
ID service after a hardware module
was assigned a hardware address.
The controller is the only module
that is found on a fixed hardware
address. All other modules are
assigned a hardware address
(and also module ID) dynamically.

Hardware Modules
The implementation of the actual
hardware was guided by the
luminaire requirements, which,
in particular constrained the possible
volume and the heat management of
the modules. Here, the key modules
are described by example.

Power supply units
The Power Supply Units (PSUs)
were AC/DC converters designed
for this new architecture. Each PSU
contained two separate power
supplies: high power supply (HPS)
for LED drivers and low power
supply (LPS) for ILB devices.
To address all luminaire needs,
two different PSU versions with a
power of 75 W and 20 W were
developed. The main criteria for
the PSUs were high power factor,
high power conversion efficiency
and low stand-by power. The power
factor corrector was based on a
boost topology with quasi-resonant
control, which results in a power
factor of up to 0.97.
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Figures 3:
The ILB framework
as platform for
communicating
applications

controller. As illustrated in figure 6,
the setting from the intelligent
luminaire controller was translated
by the LED driver controller into a
set of required PWM signals.
The related commands are then
given to the PWM expander,
which independently generates
the PWM signals for the DCDC
converter at the LED strings.
One DCDC LED driver for short
strings was designed for an average
LED current up to 0.7 A (Infineon
ILD6070). Switching and conduction
losses of the IC were minimized to
achieve a high efficiency. LED driver
switching frequencies up to 1 MHz
enable the use of low inductance
inductors keeping the board size
small while achieving high slew
rates of the LED current. The high
slew rate together with the short
PWM delay time of the IC allowed
high contrast ratios in each
LED string. For long LED strings,
boost DCDC LED driver boards
were designed accordingly.

Figure 4:
The block diagram of
the power supplies

Figure 5:
Embedded sensor
block diagram

Intelligent controller and
ZigBee communication

The 75 W HPS used a LLC resonant
topology with synchronous
secondary side rectification
(NXP SSL4120T). The 20 W HPS
was driven by a quasi-resonant
flyback controller (NXP TEA1755T)
with synchronous secondary side
rectification. The LPSs of both PSUs
were based on a flyback converter
that enters the burst mode at low
load to ensure low losses.
The functional block diagram of
the units is presented in figure 4.
Also, up to 4 pieces of the PSUs
can be combined to form high
power luminaires. When the LED
load was switched off completely,
the main power supply was
switched off as well via the ILB-bus.

Embedded ambient sensor
Embedded sensor boards were
designed to provide luminaire level
information on movement of
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people, prevailing ambient light
level and temperature inside the
sensor. The sensor boards
accommodated sensor controller,
PIR sensor, and ambient light
sensor and temperature sensor.
They were powered from 5 V DC
supply, delivered via ILB bus
connector and from which power
consumption below 10 mW is
achievable. The functional block
diagram is presented in figure 5.
The sensor boards were designed
in two form factors to fit into
different luminaires.

LED driver boards
The LED driver boards were
designed to operate autonomously
once a defined setting is
programmed through the ILB.
This was achieved through a pulse
width modulation (PWM) expander
(NXP PCA9685), which had an
I²C interface to the LED driver

A combined CPU and ZigBee
transceiver for all EnLight building
blocks was chosen (NXP JN5168).
On most of the modules,
a connection slot was reserved so
to be able to plug a standard CPU /
ZigBee module flashed with the
relevant firmware when necessary.
Although the communication
function was not needed in all
modules, the same controller chip
was chosen so as to have full
flexibility for reuse of the embedded
SW blocks without any redesign.
The dynamic smart lighting
requirements from EnLight require a
major extension of the hardware and
software capabilities. A new ZigBee
stack was developed, enabling up to
250 nodes in a single network.
The radio receiver, optimized for
better efficiency allowed lowering the
standby consumption below 100 mW,
thus meeting the future targets.
The chip will feature a full Multi
Master I²C bus that improved the
performances of the ILB bus
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Figure 6:
Hardware bus system
inside one LED driver
board connected to
the ILB

described above. A full function
JTAG debugger allowed easier and
faster real time software development,
and a larger flash memory will enable
seamless over the air re-flashing.
The block diagram of the new chip
is displayed in figure 7.

Miniaturization
To go beyond the given size
constraints from the chosen
EnLight luminaires form factor,
the miniaturization of modules was
evaluated further. Here, different
aspects such as board design
and LED design were addressed.

integration of the module in the foot
of the lamp, which was not possible
with the two-stage design.

Compact single stage PSU
for simple luminaires

Integrated LED light engine
with hermetic package

Most EnLight luminaires featured
several LED strings, or even several
LED Light Engines; therefore,
the two-stage topology with
central PSU previously described,
was chosen. However, for some
simple luminaires a single stage
approach is more appropriate,
since this allowed a more compact
electronic module and lower
standby power consumption.

Another component for the modular
luminaire was a spotlight with about
1000 lm out of a 20 mm² package
surface. As the project partners
always focused on forward looking
solutions, this module had to be
hermetically sealed to withstand
humidity as well as harmful gases
and other harsh environments.
To achieve this goal, a completely
new approach was launched,
starting from thermal and thermomechanical simulations, developing
a complete 8” wafer level packaging
process and assembly of prototypes.
The packages were designed for
flexible configurations with pure
white LEDs, RGB-LEDs or even
additional sensors. The footprint is
compatible with standard board

Such an application was developed,
tested and demonstrated (NXP
SSL5511). Figure 8 shows the mains
interface, the manual switch,
the Jennic module with printed
antenna and the connections to
the LED module. The compact
size (10 x 7 x 2 cm) allowed the

technologies and the thermal pad
was insulated from the electrical
connections, illustrated in figure 9.
The assembly process of the
packages was chosen in a way
that no step would re-melt prior
interconnections and that the final
package would withstand process
temperatures up to 270°C. Known
and new technologies like eutectic
bonding, anodic bonding, transient
liquid phase bonding and more were
chosen the way that no polymeric or
other permeable interfaces are built.
Therefore, the package is completely
hermetic and highly reliable.

Energy Efficiency
The project achieved the energy
efficiency targets, in particular,
through intelligent control of the
illumination on the basis of highly
efficient modules in the system
electronics. Examples of this work
are illustrated in the following,
Figure 7:
Block diagram of the
JN5169, a CPU / ZigBee
chip based on the
project findings
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Figures 8 & 9:
Compact Supply/
Driver/Communication
module (left).
A hermetic package
housing red, green
and blue LEDs. The
background shows
the wafer on which the
LED light engine was
manufactured (right)

Figure 10:
The efficiencies of the
PSUs as a function of
the output power

The wake-up radio was designed
in CMOS technology and operates
on its own supply source at 3.3 V.
In standby mode there is no
power drain on the main supply.

where components designed for the
specific requirements of intelligent
lighting are described.

PSU and LED driver
efficiency
The efficiencies of the PSUs at full
load were about 93.5% (75 W PSU)
and 90% (20 W PSU). However,
even more important is the good
efficiency throughout the entire load
range in a system where the energy
consumption is minimized by
dimming or shutting down the LEDs.
In figure 10 the efficiencies are
plotted as a function of the output
power, showing the efficiency above
82% even at the lowest load.
The 75 W PSU was able to receive
commands on the ILB bus, such
that the high power output can be
switched on/off in order to optimize
load and losses. The standby power
loss was then down to 160 mW.
However, the standby losses
depended on the quantity of devices
connected to the ILB-bus. The low
power output is always on and it
provided the power to the control
circuitry of the system.
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The complete LED driver in an
EnLight luminaire with 25 V DC
supply voltage (including losses
of inductor, current sense resistor
and Schottky diode) achieved
efficiencies above 95% driving
6 LEDs at the rated current of
the IC. In PWM dimming down to
1% duty cycle the efficiency of the
LED driver was better than 81% due
to the low power consumption of
the IC, which is a prerequisite for
intelligent lighting with its intense
usage of dimming and color control.

Wake up radio
Even if the ILB cuts off the main
power supply, the receiver still
drains power on the order of
100 mW. The wake-up radio is an
additional receiver only in charge
of the activation of the application
(Figure 11). As a net result,
the standby power use of the
whole application was reduced to
the power consumption of the
wake-up radio. This consumed
only 100 µW, i.e. a thousandth of
the standby power consumption.
Setting a lower operation rate at the
cost of a higher latency time can
reduce this consumption further.

When a user presses the command
switch, an activation message at
433.92 MHz is emitted. This
wake-up message is Manchester
encoded at 25 kbit/s. The 24 bits
address it contains is programmable
by SPI bus. If the expected code is
received, the wake-up radio
provides a pulse that drives an
electrical relay connecting the main
supply to the application. This pulse
is delivered with a maximum latency
time of 125 ms. The wake-up radio
achieves a - 55 dBm sensitivity that
allows for a 10 m range in indoor
conditions when using a standards
regulation compliant 10 dBm emitter.
The wake-up receiver is compatible
with a ZigBee transceiver. Indeed,
it is therefore suitable for use at
868 MHz or 2.45 GHz. ZigBee
transceivers are able to generate the
wake-up message subject to
software modifications.

DCDC choice of the flyback
diode in the LED driver
In the chosen low cost nonsynchronous LED driver
architectures, Schottky diodes
were used due to their low forward
voltage during conduction and
the fast switching. However,
choosing an optimal diode for the
application was not straightforward
due to the loss contributions arising
from forward conductance,
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Figure 11:
Schematic diagram
of the wake up radio
application

Figure 12:
Power loss
contributions in the
flyback diode of the
DCDC LED driver

leakage current and switching.
The peak efficiency of the buck
DC-DC converter exceeded 95%,
and by choosing the correct
Schottky diode the efficiency can
be increased to 96%. At low load
conditions, the efficiency
improvement can even be as
high as 5%. This does not seem
impressive, but it translates to a
reduction of the losses by more
than 20%, easing the requirements
on the thermal design.
One might think that a Schottky
diode with lower forward voltage
drop VF would always result in
better efficiency. This is based on
the assumption that the losses due
to the leakage current and the
switching are negligible. It is valid
as long as the conversion frequency
is not too high. Once the board
operates in the range above 100 kHz
as for the EnLight design,
the switching losses become
relevant for the system.
Figure 12 shows details of the
loss contributions for an LED driver
with 6 LEDs, operating at 300 kHz.
Except for the ultra-low VF
PMEG3050EP that has a very high
leakage current, loss due to reverse
leakage is negligible as compared to
the switching loss and the forward
conduction loss. Interestingly,
the smallest diode with the highest
forward voltage PMEG4020EP gives
the highest efficiency due to the
smaller switching loss.

Since the I-V and C-V characteristics
of Schottky diodes could be well
described by SPICE models,
it was possible to evaluate the total
loss of the Schottky diode in this
application in the design phase
and even to predict the
operating temperature.

intelligent lighting with its intense
usage of deep dimming and color
control is supported by the power
electronics, which were designed
to deliver high efficiency at full and
partial load. Embedded sensors
and the distributed presence of
controller modules enable the
intelligent control.

Conclusion

To conclude, the modular
architecture supports future lighting
system upgrades facilitating the shift
of the current linear economy to a
more sustainable circular economy.
Easy exchangeable (modular)
lighting systems, as opposed to
“sealed-for-life” systems, are required
to realize this circular economy.

This Chapter detailed the design of
the modules inside the intelligent
and energy efficient EnLight
architecture. It was shown that it is
possible to build a large variety of
luminaires on the basis of few
hardware modules from different
suppliers, which are seamlessly
integrated via the smart usage of
reusable software on top of I²C bus
architecture. This Intra Luminaire
Bus is fully plug-and-play from a
hardware and software perspective,
enabling the easy and secure
replacement of modules inside one
luminaire. The application of
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Peripheral Devices for
the Right Light
The EnLight project looked for greatly improved energy efficiency and user comfort in lighting
applications. Werner Weber from Infineon Technologies, Lex James from Philips Research, Arjan van
Velzen from Plugwise, Bruno Vulcano from Legrand, Micha Stalpers from AME, Arend van de Stadt
from Eagle Vision Systems, Jens Döge from Fraunhofer IIS/EAS, and Wilfried Rabaud from CEA Leti
explain how a closer relation between the user and provided light made it happen.

Figure 1:
Building blocks
developed for sensors
and local user controls
during the project

The closer the relation between
the user and his requirements
in terms of light provided in
space and time, the better the
comfort. These demands were
fulfilled by advanced sensors
and EnLight’s distributed rulesbased intelligence concept.
Various physical parameters
are important and need to
be measured to allow proper
decision-making such as
occupancy, position of people in
a room, level of outside lighting
and temperature. The sensors
developed and implemented
into the lighting control network
as well as the user controls
are summarized in figure 1.
Those peripheral devices are
connected to the Lighting
Control Network schematically
shown in the illustration.
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Sensors and User
Interfaces
Before the different sensors are
discussed one-by-one, the role of
sensors and controls in this project
is highlighted. The context was
presented in general terms in the
EnLight architecture paper in
this article series [1]. Here, a few
examples shall clarify the concept.
The sensors discussed in this paper
provide information but they do not
make decisions. Decisions are only
made in the luminaire. In this
architecture on the one hand,
the sensor is acting independently
of the way its output is used and on
the other hand the control in the
luminaire is rather flexible in the use
of different sensor data depending
on the application. Flexibility is
largely enhanced by this architecture
which uses a standardized process
in the publication of data (e.g. by
the sensor) and subscription to the
receipt of data (e.g. by the luminaire).
In order to exemplify the context the
user can press a button on a panel
with two buttons. The button has no
knowledge of what it means when it
is pressed. The user knows what
the pressing of a button means and
the luminaire acts on rules to
interpret the information.
The pressing of button ONE
can mean
• Luminaire 1 to dim-up
• Luminaire 2 to increase the
color temperature
• HVAC to increase the temperature
and the pressing of button TWO
can mean
• Luminaire 1 to dim-down
• Luminaire 2 to decrease the color
temperature, and
• HVAC to decrease temperature
In any case, the button itself
only provides the information that
a certain button is pressed.
The luminaire can interpret this
information by a rule-based action.
This example illustrates the decoupling
of domains (sensors and luminaires
in this case). The decoupling allows

the system to react on a sensor
signal from a domain that is not
lighting related, e.g. smoke alarm
provided by a CO2 sensor:
In this context so-called “virtual
sensors” are possible. For example,
a luminaire with a decision engine
can generate an event stating the
presence of persons, rule-based on
the information from various
presence sensors in a certain area.
Another example of a virtual event
is a peak load-limiting signal coming
from the smart grid to request
temporary power reduction.
Luminaires can be provided with
rules that react to such an event
so the lighting system can
respond to the request.
In the following chapters a user
interface tool for commissioning
application in EnLight systems,
a specific local user control,
and different presence sensors/
cameras are discussed based on
different technical concepts and
considering the privacy aspects.

User Interface Tool
Plugwise developed the
commissioning tool, which mainly
moves toward improved usability of
the luminaires (Figure 1, top) [2].
The application provides a large
variety of use cases; for example,
it can easily change the colors of
the luminaires with only one click on
the color palette on an iPad or other
iOS- or Android-driven devices.
Furthermore, the app makes it
easy to set up a schedule for the
luminaires so they provide varied
light colors and intensities in
each specified time frame
(e.g. 30 seconds purple, 30 seconds
orange). The data can be put in
manually, but a Bluetooth QRscanner may also be used to
scan the data of the luminaires.
The QR codes may be printed or
just shown on a computer screen.
The app is not only able to give
commands to one single luminaire;
there is also an option to group
multiple luminaires and create
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a hierarchical group structure.
The size of the group can vary from
just a few luminaires in a toilet to a
large number of devices within the
whole building. In each group,
modules can be added and
removed and specifics like vendor
name and hardware version can be
set. If a group is selected in the app
a list of all its modules and a list of
subgroups pops up and if a module
is selected, the tool shows in which
groups the module is present and
the groups that a module belongs to
can be added, removed and saved.
As background information it is
important to understand that the
commands are executed by a set of
rules (based on an Excel file), which
are triggered by events; an event
might be initiated for example by
someone walking in the office.
The rules contain different levels of
priority and the execution of a rule
may result in new “luminaire settings”
and “level (de-)activation”. Only the
settings of the highest active priority
level are displayed, when no level is
active the luminaire is switched off.
Each device has its own set of
rules and thus every QR code
contains its own set of rules.
A standard set of rules is applied
to each added module, which
means that when presence is
detected all the electricity turns on
in the specific group and if absence
is detected, all electricity switches
off. In this way energy consumption
is reduced, which was one of the
great challenges of the project.

Local User Control
Legrand developed a local user
control in order to give capabilities
to locally provide input to the
luminaries (Figure 1, top).
Two kinds of ZigBee end device
systems were introduced:
• A wall switch able to be installed
and fixed wherever the end user
wants
• A table remote control
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Both run on batteries. In addition to
the ZigBee EnLight Profile
embedded in these devices and
compared to other solutions on the
market, Legrand improved ZigBee
commissioning management
reliability within the proposed
architecture.

Figure 2:
Standing/sitting
detection demonstrator.
The lighting situation
adapts automatically
when a person is sitting
down or standing up

Modifications done on the
commissioning sessions
were as follows:
• Return to factory configuration
functionality: allows deleting all
bindings which are initiated
between the ZED (ZigBee End
Device) and its ZigBee Router (ZR)
• Auto Remove functionality: after a
commissioning session, products
are working in a normal use
mode. In case a ZR is not able to
join, after several attempts, the
ZED removes the ZR address
from its binding table. As soon as
this ZR has been removed from
the binding table, the ZED sends
a Subscribe Announcement signal
to allow new ZR’s to join or to
allow the ZR which has been
excluded from the binding table
to re-join. This algorithm allows
for an automatic clean-up of the
binding table in case a ZR is
broken or has been removed.
It also allows a solution for RF
communications issues which
may occur
• Child - Parent Management: In
terms of the ZigBee vocabulary,
a ZED is the child and a ZR is the
parent. Each ZED communicates
with the ZigBee network through
its parent. It is not mandatory that
a child is bound to its parent.
In case a parent is not seen by a
child, the child has to manage a
way to find another parent to
talk with the ZigBee network.
Moreover, the child also has to
manage situations in which its
previous parent is returning into
the network. These situations
are encountered when a power
outage occurs during an
installation
As a consequence of these
measures communication reliability
was increased.
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People Tracker
Eaglevision developed a people
tracker system [3] (Figure 1,
bottom). This EagleGrid system is a
marker-less 3D People Tracking
System. It is a scalable network of
small, people detection sensors,
called EagleEyes, which are
connected. These sensors cover
large areas including complete
floors in buildings. No tags like
RFID, Bluetooth or other badges
are needed. The system is based
on stereo vision and advanced
3D imaging. The open network
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interface to external systems makes
it possible to process the tracks
and other detected events.
The camera images are processed
on the local processor and do
not need a central server.
This architecture avoids heavy
network load and supports the
“privacy by design” principle
because server image storage
is not required. In collaboration
with our application partners
complete applications and
solutions are implemented.
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The tracking system can be used
in all indoor places where people
need to be tracked and safety
events are automatically detected.
The system respects people’s
privacy by design because the
images are processed locally.
With the EagleEye stereo cameras
3D images are acquired and
processed. By advanced
algorithms individual persons are
tracked in 3D and their route and
poses over larger areas (including
multiple cameras” field of view) are
measured. Based on this method
of tracking data, many applications
are available such as direction
sensitive counting of people in
broad passages, detection of a
fallen person, counting the exact
number of persons in a room
(for example for access control),
measurement of queues and
service times, and monitoring of
human behavior (detection of
elderly persons wandering in
unsafe situations).

Motion Detector and
Temperature/Humidity
Sensor
Existing motion and temperature/
humidity sensors from Plugwise/
AME were adapted to support
the EnLight functionality and
ZigBee communication protocol [4]
(Figure 1, bottom). The sensors
were battery powered devices
and therefore act as sleepy end
devices according to the ZigBee
specification. They rely on the
luminaire in the neighborhood to
act as their ZigBee “parents”.
The sensors are in deep sleep
(no radio) as long as there is no
detection of an EnLight event.
As soon as a relevant event occurs,
i.e. detection of movement or a timer
for reporting, the sensor wakes-up,
gathers the event data (typically light,
motion temperature or humidity
measurements), switches on the
ZigBee radio and sends the event
via its parent luminaire over the air to
the subscribers. Please note that
this fits seamlessly in the EnLight
model as described before.

Within the project an office
demonstrator was developed.
The demonstrator reacts to human
behavior as follows: in an office
setting the lighting is modified
automatically (in color and intensity)
based on the pose of the person(s)
in the illuminated neighborhood.
In the demonstrator the lighting
color moves from “reddish weak”
to “blueish intense” when the
person is standing up, for example
to give a presentation (Figure 2).
With this lighting configuration,
the attention of the other attendees
will be optimal and focused on the
presenter. As soon as the person
sits down again, the lighting returns
to the original situation for a more
soft evaluation discussion.

Both the motion detector and
the temperature/humidity sensors
offer the following common
functionalities:
• Leave the old network and join
new network upon network
button press (> 7 seconds)
• Announce to other devices in
the network upon a button
press to allow configuration
and subscription
• Configure operational parameters
such as “reporting period”,
“humidity delta reporting
threshold” or “absence timeout”
• Report measured data on a
periodical basis in the form
of EnLight events

This demonstrator stands for a
large variety of possible use cases
of the EagleEye as smart sensor
integrated in an intelligent lighting
system, creating a very smart
building. Application areas are
office, hospitality, retail, security
and (home) care.

The motion sensor offers:
• Subscription on presence events,
absence events
• Subscription on periodic
reporting of light measurements
and presence
• Notification of presence and
absence (no presence for a
configurable amount of time)
to subscribers
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The temperature/humidity
sensor offers:
• Subscription on periodical
reporting of temperature and
humidity measurements in
the form of EnLight events
• Reporting conditionally based
on a change in measured values
for temperature and humidity.
For example, the temperature
is only reported in case the
measured temperature deviates
more than 5°C from the
previously reported value

CMOS Camera
Within the scope of the project,
Fraunhofer IIS/EAS developed a
low-power presence detector,
based on an image-sensor systemon-chip (SoC) [5]. In contrast to
traditional solutions, such as passive
infrared (PIR) sensors, this system
processes the image in the visible
and near infrared spectrum,
and derives texture features from
visual information. A self-learning
multi-modal algorithm analyzes the
scene at a frame rate of up to ten
frames per second. People can be
localized within the field of view and
distinguished from technical objects
according to the active area and
typical motion. In contrast to
gray-scale algorithms the chosen
approach is highly tolerant to
brightness variations occurring
due to incoming sunlight or
switched luminaires.
We performed tests using a
hardware / software prototype
based on a commercial image
sensor as well as an FPGAimplementation of the processingpipeline (Figure 3, left), and
simulations. They show the
reliability of the method. Moreover,
the experiments demonstrate that a
high-dynamic-range image
acquisition increases the
effectiveness even further,
especially for mixed lighting with
the inclusion of sunlight or shadows.
These findings, as well as the
algorithmic approach, contributed
to the development of the new
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Figure 3:
Demonstrator of the
presence sensor (left)
and image sensor SoC
with integrated low
power data processing
(right)

presence sensor with a novel
smart high-dynamic-range image
sensor SoC (Figure 3, right).
It features a linear-logarithmic
characteristic with more than
120 dB dynamic range, and was
developed using Fraunhofer’s
proprietary charge-based mixedsignal sensor-processor platform [6].
The integrated application-specific
instruction set processors (ASIP),
and the column-parallel processing
units have therefore been enhanced
for the extraction of texture features.
The internal image-processing has
a number of advantages for the
presence sensor. The on-chip
feature extraction leads to a
significant reduction of data to
be transferred and reduces the
computational effort for the external
general-purpose processing unit.
A reconstruction of original images
outside the image sensor is
rendered impossible.
Three key benefits:
• “Privacy by design”
• External processing effort is very
low so that a small microcontroller can be used
• Thus the total power
consumption is very low
For the sensor with optimized
software components on both
the image sensor SoC and the
micro-controller, a total power
consumption of 100 mW is realistic
without restricting functionality
and comfort.
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After installation of the sensor,
various regions in the room are
configured in the software so that,
depending on the location and
characteristics of recognized
movements, events are issued.
By their logical combination it is
possible to detect whether a door
was opened, whether somebody
entered or left the room,
where movement is located and
how intense it is. The different
scenarios are used to control the
illumination and window shading
according to user requirements.
At a desk close to a window,
glare can be avoided, and the
lighting adjusted depending on
what the user is doing; for example
reading or working with the
computer. In a domestic
environment, the color temperature
can be adjusted according to the
movement and the time of day.
In addition, adjustment is possible
of the intensity and distribution of
light depending on whether the
residents are eating, sleeping
or watching TV.

Infrared Presence Sensor
In the frame of the project a new
kind of presence sensor was
developed by CEA Leti (Figure 1,
bottom). It is based on a thermal IR
(Infrared) sensor that is able to
detect presence under arbitrary
lighting conditions (daylight, night,
etc.) [7]. Detection considers both
still and moving people. This
development fills the gap between
the low-price - low pixel size

detectors (PIR, thermopiles, etc.)
and the high-price - high pixel size
IR imagers (µ-bolometers).
The new IR µbolometer based
presence sensor was developed on
two parallel tracks: the first one is
the development of low complexity
detection algorithms (low-level and
high-level), and their implementation
on the demonstrator that was
specifically developed for the
project. In this prototype the
detection algorithm provides
semantic descriptors to the output,
preserving intrinsic privacy.
The low-level algorithms were
designed to avoid thermo-electrical
coolers. They enable shutter-less
operation of the sensor with fixed
pattern noise removal. They are
robust to environmental temperature
variation, and self-commissioning.
The high-level algorithms allow very
low complexity target detection:
the result of the detection process
is provided at the output by
semantical descriptors. The result
of such detection is illustrated in
figure 4, where each square stands
for the detection of a person
through a dedicated android
application developed for
the project.
The second track was on the
development of a specific integrated
circuit. The application specific
integrated circuit for autonomous
low-cost, low-power steady
presence sensing and counting was
successfully fabricated on a
general-purpose 130 nm technology
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Figure 4:
Results of the detection
process; each square
stands for a detected
person

from Altis semiconductors. The wafers were postprocessed in the MINATEC clean-room facility for the
implementation of IR bolometers MEMS. The integrated
circuit with the IR bolometers built on top forms the
sensor focal plane array. The latter is a 128x128 pixel
matrix with 128 SIMD RISC processors and 128
application-specific ADCs (patented). A general purpose
instruction set is implemented inside the processors
which allows a broad range of applications and reduces
system cost. Moreover, on-chip processing avoids
image transfer and saves power.
The circuit proved its ability to perform privacycompliant fully-digital thermal image acquisition and
on-the-fly processing. Benchmarking with latest
commercial products and articles in literature show
a power consumption reduction of more than ten
times using this new, dedicated integrated circuit
(around 0.5 µW/pixel).

Conclusion/Summary
All sensors for the Enlight system that were discussed
in this paper concentrate on the important question of
presence of people to provide the correct amount of
light at low cost and by avoiding impact on privacy of
the persons in the room. The technical concepts are
different and range from motion sensors, via Infrared
presence detection up to cameras in the visible light.
In the demonstrators, the interface to the system was
based on wireless ZigBee technology. In principle,
wired implementations are also possible, and may be
used in future applications. Information from the
sensors is provided to the network by ‘events’
generated by the sensors, but no decisions are made
at this level. This information may be used and decisions
indeed made on the amount and color of light provided
by any luminaire or other device in the network.

The Enlight architecture is, of course, not limited to
presence detection. Indeed, it provides a very powerful
means for control of home environments in general,
in times when energy saving is an important topic
and electronics for control purposes becomes
extremely inexpensive.
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Granular Lighting Control
Enables Significant Energy
Savings with Optimized
User Comfort
While the last generation of LED lighting products is already very advanced with respect to energy
savings, quality and end-user experience, these are still important topics and therefore also parameters
on which the EnLight project needs to be evaluated. Eveliina Juntunen from VTT, Frank van Tuijl from
Philips Lighting, Herbert Weiß from Osram, and Ambali Talen from Philips Research provide insight on
the results of the demonstration installations in comparison to current state-of-the-art lighting systems.

In the course of the project,
real-life demonstration pilots
of intelligent lighting systems
were developed in three
locations in Europe. In this
article these implementations
of the EnLight intelligent lighting
system are described. The
performance was evaluated
by comparing the installations
with a baseline of state-of-theart lighting systems. Validation
concentrates on measuring
the energy consumption
and illumination at the pilot
installation sites. In order to
validate the light quality, end
user acceptance was evaluated
with user surveys. The goal of
the project was to achieve 40%
energy reduction compared to
today’s LED retrofit systems
without compromising light
quality and user comfort. The
main results are discussed
in this article with some
considerations for future
development.
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Description of Demos
The real-life demonstration pilots
focused on office and hospitality
applications with a broad range of
functionalities in indoor lighting
scenarios. The implementation relies
on control system intelligence to
provide the right light in the right
amount at the right place and at
the right time. The energy-saving
strategies applied in the project
are summarized in (Table 1).
The general energy-saving strategy
was to adjust the lighting according
to the presence of people and the
available amount of daylight.
With wireless communication and
multiple sensors integrated into the
demo space, people’s presence and
the availability of daylight could be
detected locally and with a granular
‘light only when needed’ strategy,
significant energy savings was
achieved. Experiments with
circadian rhythm lighting were also
done in both the office and the
hospitality environment. Additionally,
personal lighting control with push
buttons and desk lights was
implemented for energy-saving
and user comfort reasons.

The largest demonstration pilot
was built by Philips at the High
Tech Campus in Eindhoven,
the Netherlands, with more than
120 luminaires along with other
dedicated infrastructure elements,
such as external sensors,
user controls, and energy meters.
The demo area consisted of an
open plan office, corridor and
meeting room. The demo area
was well populated with office
employees and had good access
to natural light with big windows,
especially in the open plan office
space (n=24).
The VTT Technical Research Centre
of Finland also built an office pilot in
its multifunctional meeting, working
and lounge space in Oulu, Finland.
Compared to the office pilot in
Eindhoven, the implementation was
smaller with 43 luminaires among
other infrastructure needed for
sensing and control. The occupancy
in the VTT pilot space in Oulu was
lower and there was less natural
light available than in Eindhoven,
which provided a diversified
perspective for the office
demonstrations.
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Time
schedule

Daylight
harvest

Sunrise
rhythm

Local
constant
lux

Load
shedding

Open office

Ambient /
task tuning

Desk light

Local
occupancy
sensing with a
light bubble

Meeting
room

5 scenes

Scene selection
with a push
button

Local
occupancy
sensing

-

-

-

Lounge

4 scenes

Scene selection
with a push
button

Global
occupancy
sensing

-

-

-

-

√

Corridor

-

-

Local
occupancy
sensing with a
light bubble

Office
hours

√

Guest room

4 scenes and
CCT tuning

Scene selection
and CCT tuning
with a push
button

Local
occupancy
Sensing

-

-

-

Rest room

4 color
temperatures

CCT selection
with a push
button

Local
occupancy
sensing

-

-

-

Local
occupancy
sensing

-

-

√

Lobby

-

The hospitality demonstration pilot
was built by Osram in Garching,
Germany. The demo comprised a
guest room, a corridor, a restroom,
and lobby areas. The lighting system
was also of significant size with
nearly 100 luminaires, controls and
monitor components installed in
total. The demo area had no access
to natural light except for the guest
room which had only a small
window with limited daylight
contribution. Test persons frequently
used the installation, in particular the
guest room for making a break,
relaxing, chatting or working.
However, no overnight stays like in
a real hotel could be hosted.

Saving Energy through
Distributed Intelligence
The intelligence in the EnLight
system was based on a granular,
location-specific approach to
sensing with high local accuracy.
As an example, a ‘light bubble’
concept was developed for lighting
the open plan office and the
corridors. In the open plan office use
case, the primary design objective
was the reduction of energy
consumption while providing good
quality and comfortable lighting to

-

office workers enabling them to do
their daily tasks. In the corridors the
same concept was used for
reducing energy consumption while
maintaining the impression that the
corridor lighting is always on.

Table 1:
Energy-saving
strategies of the
demos (“-”: Feature not
available)

Figure 1:
Demo areas: Open
plan office at Philips,
Eindhoven (top),
multifunctional office
space at VTT, Oulu
(middle) and hospitality
guest room at OSRAM,
Garching (bottom)

The following control strategies
were applied when implementing
the light bubble concept:
• A light bubble around the
luminaires that detect the
presence of people
• A low background lighting level
is applied if there is someone
present in the area
• Smooth brightness transitions
with low fade rates are used to
hide differences in the brightness
of luminaires
• In the office use case, personal
control is facilitated by a desk
light, which can be activated
manually when the user wants
to increase the light on the
work surface
• In the corridor use case, the ends
of the corridor are lit to suggest
that the lighting in the corridor is
always on. Also, external presence
sensors are applied to turn on the
lights before the user arrives in the
empty corridor and sees it
completely dark
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Figure 2:
Simulation of the
corridor with a light
bubble control concept

Figure 3:
Measurement grid (left)
and illuminance map
(right) in the meeting
room in the office demo

Figure 2 shows a snapshot of
the simulation of the light bubble
in the corridor. The bubble was
used to create a smooth transition
from 100% brightness towards
background level (20%). The luminaire
that detects the presence of people
sets its brightness to 100% on a
high priority level. The neighboring
luminaires were set to 70% on a
lower priority level and the far
neighbors have an even lower
priority level for setting their
brightness to 50%. In case of
overlap the highest level will win.
In the real-life demos, in most
cases the bubble was hardly
visible because in practice
several bubbles overlap.
The bubble turns to background
brightness (20%) after 2 minutes
of not detecting motion.
The measurements in the demo
installations showed significant
energy savings with this kind
of granular control strategy.
For example, in the office
application 30% energy savings
was shown in the corridor
compared to a traditional system
with global presence detection.
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User Comfort a Matter of Quality
In this project, it was not an option
to compromise the quality of light in
order to increase energy efficiency.
Therefore both photometric
measurements and user surveys
were carried out at all the pilot sites
to guarantee user acceptance of
the developed lighting system.

The photometric measurements
showed that the developed lighting
system gave functional and nicely
distributed illumination in the pilot
office and hospitality environments.
The measurements also showed
that the proposed new system can
provide the same light level and light
distribution as the baseline of
state-of-the-art lighting systems
used as the reference in the
performance comparison.

Photometric measurements
To evaluate the lighting on flat
surfaces, such as a table or floor,
illuminance in the demo areas
was measured with a lux meter.
A grid defining the specific
measurement points over the
demo area was used as shown
in an example in (Figure 3).
The illuminance is indicated
with colors (lx) shown in the
color palette at the right.
Other photometric quantities
such as CCT, CRI and color
coordinates could be recorded
during the measurement as well.
In addition, luminance in the open
office pilot was measured using
a luminance camera with a fish
eye lens.

End user feedback
The overall user experience was
evaluated with validated
questionnaires made available
to the users of the pilot areas.
The questionnaires focused on
visual comfort, room appearance
and personal control in the demo
space. In addition, face-to-face
interviews were carried out to
collect more detailed feedback of
the installation. An example of the
results is shown in (Figure 4) below.
In general, the quality of light was
evaluated to be at a good level
in all the demonstration pilots.
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Figure 4:
User rating of the
hospitality installation.
The rating scale ranges
from 1 (very bad) to 5
(excellent)

Although statistically significant
improvements in comfort were only
shown for some particular aspects,
qualitative analysis showed an
increase in user comfort compared
to state-of-the-art lighting systems
used as a reference. In particular,
non-conventional LED luminaires
(“New Form Factor Luminaires and
New Light Effects” - article) scored
especially high in user preference
in the hospitality environment.
Thus, based on photometric
measurements and user tests
carried out in the project, it was
concluded that the energy savings
were not attained at the expense
of light quality.
The user studies revealed that
good communication and
awareness of the benefits are
important when introducing
new lighting control systems.
In conclusion, the majority of end
users preferred the new system
over the state-of-the-art reference
for saving energy and maintaining
a good quality of light.
Furthermore, taking care of smooth
fading times is essential, since
noticeable changes in the lighting
settings were experienced as
disturbing. User control with
modern push buttons and desk
lights was discovered to be
important for user acceptance
in the office because, in general,
people like to have control over
changes. The desk light,

for example, was well appreciated
because it enables a user to adjust
the amount of light according to
personal preferences when needed.
After becoming accustomed to
the algorithm and understanding it
as an effective way to save energy,
almost none of the users
complained about the smart
control causing darker spots in
the demo area when only a few
people were present. The light
bubble in the corridor was only
noticed by those who arrived first
early in the morning or left late in
the afternoon. The feedback was
positive as they were charmed by
this energy-saving approach.

Energy Savings: Metrics
and Measurements
The Lighting Energy Numeric
Indicator (LENI) described in the
EN 15193: Energy performance of
buildings - Energy requirements for
lighting standard was used as the
indicator of the energy performance.
LENI describes the annual energy
consumption of the lighting (kWh/m2,
per year) taking into account the
power of the luminaires and the
parasitic systems.
The energy savings were validated
by comparing the developed system
with the baseline installation of
state-of-the-art lighting technology
in an identical demo area.
Figure 5:
Energy consumption of
lighting in the baseline
system (dark) and the
EnLight system (light)
recorded on an hourly
basis
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The power consumption was
measured and the LENI was
calculated for both the baseline and
the EnLight installation. Examples of
measurement data in the office
demo are shown in (Figure 5).
The occupancy and daylight supply
in different spaces with variable
control strategy were also taken into
account in the LENI calculations.
Thus, it was possible to find out
the differences in the energy
performance in different situations.

Overall Energy
Saving Results

Table 2:
Energy benchmarks of
the office installation

The main goal of the project was to
achieve more than 40% energy
saving compared to state-of-the-art
lighting in real-life demonstrations.
This target was accomplished in
both the office and hospitality
applications. Furthermore,
the energy performance was
compared against regional building
energy performance benchmarks
[1, 2, 3, 4] to bring the results in
a wider perspective.

Office
The baseline reference for an
office application was a lighting
installation which used retrofit LED
lamps, such as TLED, LED Spot,
and LED bulb, retrofitted into
traditional office luminaires
designed for incandescent and
fluorescent lamps. No daylight
regulation was exploited, but a
commonly used automatic on/off
control strategy based on global
occupancy sensing per area with
a switch-off delay of 15 minutes
was used in the baseline.
The meeting room and open
office measurements of the baseline
and the EnLight installation were
running in parallel in twin areas
with identical room characteristics
and occupancy. The corridor
measurements were alternated in
time between the EnLight and the
baseline system in the same
installation area. The task light
illuminance levels for both test
systems were designed to be
the same - in case of a small
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Normative
benchmarks
LENI [kWh/m2, a]

EN15193
Office **

ASHRAE
90.1

LEED
18 pnt
credit

Title 24

EnLight
Granular
control

Open office

37.6

20.3

25.4

20.3

Corridor

23.0

12.4

25.2

4.8

Meeting room

25.7

13.9

Total building

45.5

measured difference in the
illumination and occupancy between
the systems, the energy data were
corrected. The measurements were
conducted in the period from
calendar week 24 (June) to week
44 (October) in 2014 and were
extrapolated to yearly energy use
without seasonal corrections.
The office pilot demonstrated total
energy savings ranging from 37%
for the meeting room to ~50% for
the corridor and open office,
compared to the state-of-the-art
retrofit LED lighting systems as a
reference. Thereby, the contribution
of the granular control strategy
ranges from 26% (meeting room)
to maximum 37% (open office)
improvement. The overall lumen
efficacy on luminaire level has
improved with more than 20%
from 76 lm/W to 96 lm/W.
As the resulting energy saving for
the total installation was 44%,
the goal of the project was
accomplished. Figure 6 shows the
absolute LENI numbers measured
for both systems for the open office,
corridor and meeting room areas.
With EnLight, the LENI number for

7.7
27.1

12.4

the total office area was reduced
to 12.4 kWh/m2 per year from
22.3 kWh/m2 per year shown for
the LED retrofit baseline.
The EnLight system energy
performance was compared to
the regional energy building
performance standards
EN15193:2007 [1], LEED [2],
ASRAE 90.1 [3], Title24 [4]).
The results are summarized in table 2.
All energy values were calculated
from the measured occupancy data
and the applicable Lighting Power
Densities given by the standards.
In conclusion, the LENI results
(i.e., 20.3 kWh/m2 per year) were
approximately 20% better than the
Title 24 Lighting Power Density
(25.4 kWh/m2 per year) in case of
large office areas. Compared to the
ASHRAE requirements, the results
were more than 46% lower which
results in a maximum LEED score
of 18 points. The current European
EN15193:2007 standard provides
the least stringent performance
benchmark figures with values
almost 400% higher than the
demonstrated LENI performance.
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Figure 7:
LENI results of the
EnLight hospitality
installation. For the
data without intelligent
control, occupancy
factors given in EN
15193 are assumed

Hospitality
Like in the office demonstration
pilot, the baseline reference to which
the EnLight luminaires and their
energy consumption in the
hospitality application was compared
consisted of LED lamps retrofitted
into traditional luminaires designed
for incandescent and fluorescent
lamps. Non-conventional luminaires
described in the “New Form Factor
Luminaires and New Light Effects“
article were exploited in the demo.
Such luminaires make full use of
design possibilities which arise with
LED technology and can thus hardly
be realized in a retrofit approach.
Nevertheless, state-of-the-art
lighting technology retrofitted with
LED lamps with only on/off control
was assumed as a basis for the
estimation of baseline performance.
Energy measurements were carried
out over several weeks in a similar
way as for the office installations.
Test persons used, interacted, and
judged the whole installation. Usage
hours which are relevant for deriving
LENI numbers were nearly the same
as given in the EN 15193 standard [1].
Energy monitoring measurements of
the EnLight installation revealed an
overall energy consumption of
20.2 kWh/m2 per year (Figure 7).
Compared to the LED retrofit
baseline, this corresponds to
savings of 81% which is largely
above the target. Even if savings
compared to the LED retrofit
baseline with only on/off control
(savings of 42% in Figure 7) would
have been overestimated, 67%
savings were still gained exclusively
due to intelligent control.
Broken down into the different areas
of the hospitality demo, the savings
by control amounted to about 50%
in the corridor and restroom. In the
lobby, no savings could be realized,
since luminaires had to run all day
long in this area. Most significant
savings, namely 80%, were realized
in the guest room. In order to provide
a large range of scene and light level
setting options, the installed lighting
power density was especially high
in this area. This would be highly
detrimental for installations with

Normative
benchmarks
LENI [kWh/m2, a]

EN15193
Hotel
Quality
Class ***

ASHRAE
90.1

LEED
18 pnt
credit

Table 3:
Energy benchmarks of
hospitality installation
Title 24

EnLight

Corridor

37.9

20.5

26.0

15.4

Restroom

22.6

12.2

30.5

10.9

Guest room

38.7

20.9

52.2

29.4

Lobby

58.1

31.4

60.1

50.6

36.7

20.2

Total hospitality area

108.1

basic control. However, using the
interactive and granular control,
the light was adjusted to the right
level at the right time and energy
was drawn only as much as
required by the users’ needs.
Compared to energy savings
demonstrated with the EnLight office
installation, the savings shown with
the hospitality demo were especially
high. This is due to the fact that for
decades a strong focus in office
luminaire development has been on
highest efficacy levels. This is not
true for hospitality applications in
which a large focus is still on
decorative elements that often
counteract good efficacy. Dedicated
designs as they were applied in this
project provided large efficacy gains.
Also, the lighting power density
installed in hospitality environment
is usually much higher than in office
areas. Consequently, there is good
potential for energy savings with
intelligent control as demonstrated
with these results.

Similar to the office demo, the
hospitality installation compared well
with the most stringent international
standards. The installation
performed 45% better than the
Title 24 standard for hospitality
applications and exceeded ASHRAE
90.1 requirements by an average of
46%. A LEED score of 18 points
was therefore achieved. Table 3
gives an overview of the LENI
benchmark in detail.

Recommendations and
Future Work
It was shown by the validation
results that the right metric for
energy consumption of lighting
systems should be based on actual
energy usage per area and per year
(i.e., kWh/m2 per year). Therefore,
the Lighting Energy Numerical
Indicator (LENI) is a more suitable
energy performance metric than
commonly used installed lighting
power (W/m2). The validated energy
savings are an important stepping
stone to realize the EU directive
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2010/31/EU of the European
Parliament and of the Counsel for a
near zero energy performance of
buildings in 2020. More stringent
LENI benchmark numbers than
in the current EN15193:2007
standard would be instrumental
to achieve that goal.
At the moment, dynamic lighting
systems are relatively new to the
lighting industry. Development of
dynamic lighting systems requires
a combination of automated and
personal control. Introduction of
novel granular lighting control and
sensors embedded in luminaires
facilitate significant energy savings
and user comfort enhancements.
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However, end-user acceptance
of high-end ‘activity’ sensors will
require corresponding algorithms to
enable unobtrusive implementation.
In the future, companies should
further strive to limit energy
consumption of stand-by power,
ahead of future legislation.
Joint activities in standardization
bodies may guide to a stable market
acceptance and therefore growth.
Also, further research and validation
of effects of human-centric lighting
on health impacts of dynamic
lighting - e.g. impacts on
productivity in office lighting and
also on psychological stability should be addressed.

Summary
In the EnLight project,
intelligent lighting systems for
office and hospitality applications
have been developed that
demonstrate significant energy
savings of 44% - 81% compared
with state-of-the-art LED retrofit
systems while maintaining,
or even increasing, user comfort.
These results have been achieved
by using sophisticated energysaving strategies, such as
task tuning, personal control,
and granular occupancy sensing.

Figure 8:
“Wedge Wall“
luminaire, CCT tuned to
neutral white and warm
white
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